
Image pair review 

Visuals 

Check button 
Check button should be available from start (ref design in HFP-1520) 

Image size change 
The image should change in size only when it is paired. In the current implementation, the 
image becomes smaller in the following scenarios: 

- When dragging an image above another, the image on the right side get’s smaller. It 
shouldn’t. 

- When selecting an image on the left side, it get’s smaller. It shouldn’t. 
This is fixed by removing the transform: scale(...) 

Already matched images behavior 
When dragging or when a image on the right is selected, the already paired images should be 
“disabled” visually: 

 



This also means it should not be possible to replace an image in a pair by clicking on an image 
on the left, and then click on a pair on the right. 

Clicking mode (i.e not drag and drop) 
When clicking an image on the left, “dropzones” on the right should get the same styling applied 
when using drag and drop. 

Hover paired images 
Does not look like the design document: 

 
I.e: you need to add something like .h5p-pair-images-paired:hover .h5p-pair-card-paired, and 
add the border-color + box-shadow there.  
Also you are missing the overlay on the image which makes it bluish. I.e you need e.g. a div 
placed absolute using 100% width and height, with top and left = 0, and it needs an opacity and 
background color. 

Etc 
- Colors 

- Jelena 
- Left image mouse over: 

- Blue overlay over image #1a73d9, opacity 33% 
- Box-shadow: 0px 0px 10px 0px rgba(64,110,243,1); 
- Border: solid 2px #1a73d9 

- Use the same green #64a877 both for check mark background and border color 
around the correct match 

- Use the same red #dd2e2e both for incorrect mark background and border color 
around the incorrect match 

- Use the same blue #64a877 both for check mark back and border color around 
the match in show solutions mode #1a73d9 

- Dashed border for a dropzone: 
- Border color: #b7b7b7 
- When an image gets over it:  

- Blue overlay over image #1a73d9, opacity 33% 



- Border color: #b7b7b7 
- Background of the left box [dropzones box] #eef1f4 
- Remove the double border on top and bottom [border separating title and content 

and border separating content and feedback. At the moment those 2 are thicker 
than the others] 

- Border between left and right box - solid 2px #c7d0d8 
- Missing grey box-shadow on unpaired images on the left side.   

-webkit-box-shadow: 2px 2px 0px 2px rgba(203,213,222,0.2); 
-moz-box-shadow: 2px 2px 0px 2px rgba(203,213,222,0.2); 
box-shadow: 2px 2px 0px 2px rgba(203,213,222,0.2); 

- Title is misplaced, please use the same values as below 

 
- Feedback is formatted wrong, it is not bold and elements seems not to have any 

padding. Reference any content type for the correct values. 

 
- Padding/Margin between images and parent container is too small (ref design). Both left 

and right container should have 1em padding. 
- Correct/incorrect icons are not centered (vertical/horizontal). They are also a bit bigger 

than supposed to. I think changing it to 12px would work fine. Please make them smaller 
and center inside the circle. 

- It should not be possible to interact with images if the activity is in “check mode [score is 
showing]” or “show solutions mode”. This means that you should not be able to break 
images apart and start “play mode” that way. Play mode starts by pressing “Retry” 
button. 

- Paired images on the left should be grayscaled: 
-webkit-filter: grayscale(100%); 
filter: grayscale(100%); 



Code 
Generally, you should have a look at the H5P coding guidelines and make you follow those: 
https://h5p.org/documentation/for-developers/coding-guidelines 
 
Generally: 

- You have a dependency to JoubelUI 1.2. You should use the newest version which is 
1.3. 

- Please use 2 space indentation for all files 
 
CSS: 

- Clean up CSS-file: 
- space between attribute and value, e.g: “float: left” (not: “float:left”) 
- two space indentation 
- remove css attributes which is commented out 
- One empty line between selectors 
- No empty lines inside CSS selectors  

- Please use em instead of px 
- It seems you are setting some attributes unnecessary. An example is that you set 

“position: relative“ in the following selectors: 
- .h5p-pair-images-paired .h5p-pair-item-hover 
- .h5p-pair-images-paired .h5p-pair-item-correct 
- .h5p-pair-images-paired .h5p-pair-item-incorrect 
- .h5p-pair-images-paired .h5p-pair-item-solved 

But this is already set through the more generic “.h5p-pair-images-paired”. 
 

JavaScript: 
- Remove empty lines between JSDoc and function declaration 
- Remove console.log 
- Some places style is set in JS. You should avoid that if possible, and instead use a CSS 

class + selector. Here’s an example of something you should move to the CSS file: 
css('border','2px dashed blue'). 

- You are using jQuery’s disableSelection which is deprecated. jQuery’s doc says: 
“Disabling text selection is bad. Don't use this.”. I am not sure why you are using it? 

- Generally you should avoid using jQuery selectors to find elements when you are 
creating the elements yourself. E.g: 
self.$top.children('.pairing-mark').addClass('pairing-correct-mark') 
Instead you should save a reference to it when it is created: 
self.$pairingMark = $('<span class="pairing-mark"></span>'); 
Which makes it possible to do: 
self.$pairingMark.addClass('pairing-correct-mark') 

- For ImagePair.Card there is a unused “description” in the constructor 


